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Within the DLR-project “Wetter & Fliegen“ a feasibility study of airborne lidar sensors for active control at 

flying through wind shear and turbulent air masses (specifically wake vortices) was carried out. The 

main goal of such sensors is delivering sufficiently precise real-time measurements of the wind field in a 

short range in front of an aircraft under clear air conditions up to cruising speed at every altitude, so that 

a dangerous disturbance in terms of turbulent air motion at an encounter can be alleviated by an active 

control system with an automatic feed-forward controller. So far, no realized lidar sensor meets the re-

quirements with regard to accuracy, rapidity and spatial resolution of wind measurements necessary for 

active control. For this reason, we investigate the potential of two suited systems by means of simula-

tions including the physical properties of lidars and atmosphere: a Fringe-Imaging(FI) Doppler Wind 

Lidar (DWL) similar to the one developed within the project AWIATOR and a Backscatter Lidar (BL) for 

wind measurements. Though a totally new optical design might be necessary for the latter device to 

operate at a sufficiently high spatial resolution, the signal processing offers wind components in the y- 

and z-directions (transversal to the aircraft’s propagation axis x) in very short time. From the results of 

DWL and BL simulations it turns out to be advisable to combine a Fringe-Imaging DWL for the x-

component measurements with a BL for the y- and z-component measurements. 

Introduction 

The superior goal of airline passengers is to arrive on schedule in preferably short time and especially to 

fly in a safe way at the same time. Although nowadays bigger aircraft are able to transport more pas-

sengers per flight, the proliferation of passenger numbers expected in the near future will inescapably 

raise the number of air activities [3]. In this context, an essential tool for enhancing aircraft throughput 

while at least preserving the flight safety standards presently in force will be a reliable aircraft-based 

forward-looking remote sensor or an ensemble of sensors capable of wind measurements at least in a 

short distance (50-150 m) in front of the airplane, so that a dangerous disturbance in terms of turbulent 

air motion at an encounter can be compensated by an active control system by means of an automatic 

feed-forward controller [5,21]. The goal is a lowering of the gust load and an increase in flight comfort by 

alleviation of incidents with passenger injuries. 

Such an active controller application requires precise knowledge of the (turbulent) flow to determine the 

required counteractions. The forward-looking time should not exceed 0.5 seconds. However, measuring 

in a shorter time than this is also difficult, due to the lead time necessary for the actuator dynamics and 

the time needed for the processing of the data measured by the sensor and the subsequent controller 

positioning computations. 

Horizontal or vertical wind shear may cause severe danger for an encountering aircraft, especially near 

the ground. Turbulence may appear in clouds or in clear air, mainly in the friction layer between about 

2000 ft and 3000 ft [23]. The most challenging turbulence phenomenon to cope with are the wake vorti-

ces (WV), self-generated by aircraft, that are the major hazard at departure or landing [4]. More flights in 

the future results in smaller spacings between the separated air corridors, thus the risk of WV encoun-

ters increases. Due to their small scale flow structure, wake vortex characteristics are extremely hard to 

identify by sensors in general. Simple detection of wake vortices is unsatisfactory since their strength 

varies with age and under the prevailing environmental conditions. Spatial resolution of detection prefer-

ably on the order of magnitude of one meter is desirable. 
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Lidars are remote sensing devices that are capable of wind measurements at high spatial resolution and 

also in clear air. Here we present two different approaches of useful monostatic pulsed lidars for wind 

measurements based on simulations. On the one hand a DWL based on the already engineered and 

flight-tested gust sensor of AWIATOR, that is suitable for measurements even at cruising altitude, will be 

analyzed numerically, including a critical analysis of the signal processing of the 2D fringes of such a FI-

DWL with a FPI, which has not been conducted or published so far for cruise altitude before. On the 

other hand a more experimental and visionary approach is investigated in detail by simulating a 

backscatter lidar (BL). The design of this device in combination with its measurement geometry and 

signal processing is novel. 

The objective of this contribution is to show the feasibility of such airborne wind lidar sensors under min-

imum sensor requirements (for active control). 

Measurement Requirements 

The general measurement situation is described below in Figure 1 for the DWL case and in Figure 2 for 

the BL case. Via the radiation backscattered from particles (aerosols or molecules) of the atmosphere, 

their motion can be captured and this way the wind, which transports them. 

While one or multiple lidar(s) situated in the wings of the aircraft should be excluded from analysis (be-

cause wings may oscillate strongly and the position of the sensor therefore may vary between the point 

of radiation emission and detection of the backscattered signal that is analyzed), the aircraft’s nose is 

the only really adequate place for a laser remote sensing device. Thus we restrict our analysis on a 

monostatic lidar in or near the nose, which also increases the time between measurement in front of the 

aircraft and actual contact of the wings. 

Specifications for a forward-looking sensor for feed-forward control were determined and evaluated 

based on non-physical sensor models that calculate the measurement points in front of the aircraft. 

Concerning the necessary data precision of DWL measurements there is a difference between the de-

mands for determination of the disturbance phenomenon from pure LOS-velocities vLOS = (vx
2
+vy

2
+vz

2
)
0.5

 

with the respective components [24], and the use of the full 3D wind vector (u,v,w)
T
 for flight control in 

the case of a landing approach [10]. Both are compared in Table 1. The requirements for determining 

the disturbance phenomenon are higher since it does not take three LOS-directions which are neces-

sary to determine one 3D wind vector, but only one LOS-velocity component vLOS each time. Because of 

the small viewing angles of the LOS-directions in forward-looking lidar configuration, the errors for vy and 

vz (transversal to the propagation direction of the aircraft) are much higher than for vx. 

Table 1: Measurement requirements for (Doppler wind) lidar systems. 

Measurement property disturbance phenomenon 

(only LOS-velocities) 

flight control (full 3D wind vectors) 

range 150 m (- 500 m) 30-150 m (120-600 m) 

points per slab min. 63 LOS-directions min. 20 full 3D wind vectors

frequency (slabs per second) min. 10 Hz min. 10 Hz 

volume (depth of each slab) max. 3% of range, 

 i.e. 4.5 m (-15 m) 

max. 10% of range, 

 i.e. 3-15 m (12-60 m) 

error (standard deviation) max. 0.5 m/s for vLOS max. 2.5 m/s for each of u, v, w 

For the flight control case knowledge of full 3D wind velocity vectors in front of an aircraft in suitable 

distances allows the derivation of forces and moments on the aircraft caused by the wind, so that the 

necessary control commands for compensation can be derived. The measurement error is modelled 

using normally distributed values with a given standard deviation. 

All requirements in Table 1 are valid for landing approach, except the ones in brackets, which are valid 

at cruising speed (4-5 times higher). In general, the smallest possible value is preferred for the meas-
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urement range at flight control depending on the actual air speed. The scan angle depends on the 

measurement range and should be adapted in order to cover the full wingspan. 

Similar parameter values were defined in the project Greenwake [22]. A minimum number of measure-

ment points of 100 for WVs and less than 10 for wind shear is assumed there, with a LOS velocity accu-

racy of 1 m/s. Operation at all flight levels up to FL400 must be guaranteed. 

For the feed-forward controller to work, two kinds of input by measured lidar data are possible: 

1. Measured full 3D wind velocity vector (i.e. 3rd column in Table 1). Then the feed-forward con-

troller can directly derive the required control commands. 

2. Knowledge of wake vortex circulation, core radius and wake vortex position. Then idealized 

models like Burnham-Hallock or Lamb-Oseen help derive the necessary wind velocity vectors. 

With the first point met with sufficient resolution, the second can also be fulfilled. We aim at measuring 

the vx,vy,vz components of a single vLOS as good as possible and then take a look at the feasibility of real 

time processing. Mainly two kinds of lidars have proven their potential to measure wind in the past.  

Doppler Wind Lidars (DWL) 

While pulsed onboard Doppler radar are capable of long-distance, range-gated wind field measurements 

under the presence of hydrometeors (e.g. in clouds, fog or rainfall), they are mainly suited for detection 

of cumulonimbi with high water drop density or for large-scale wind shears only, but not for CAT. Via 

pulse compression, spatial resolution in the meter-range is possible. Nevertheless, radar will perform 

poorly under clear air conditions outside clouds, without raindrops or thick optical depths [23]. Compared 

to Doppler radars, DWL operate well in clear atmosphere. Pulsed DWL measure the wavelength (fre-

TXHQF\�� VKLIW�û��� WKDW� LV� FDXVHG�E\� WKH� RStical Doppler effect, between the emitted laser pulse at the 

ZDYHOHQJWK��0 DQG�WKH�UHFHLYHG��EDFNVFDWWHUHG�SKRWRQV��LQFOXGLQJ�VRODU�SKRWRQV��DW��0�û��E\�WKH�/26-

velocity vLOS mentioned above, according to the Doppler shift formula 

(1) ,
 2

 

0O

O c
vLOS

'
�   

where c§���Â��
8
 m/s is the speed of light under the assumption of a refraction index of 1 in clear air. The 

measurement geometry is displayed in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. (Left) Measurement geometry with three LOS-vectors 
321 vvv
&&&

,, (orange), i.e. three directions, 

and full 3D wind vectors (u,v,w)
T
(red) generated from three LOS-measurements each (BW: beam diame-

ter, û5: range bin). (Right, taken from [8]) Azimuth and elevation angles with the LOS-velocity compo-

nents 
zyx vvv ,, of a single LOS-vector v

&
(in optical x-,y-,z-coordinates), whose magnitude is vLOS. 
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Successful aircraft-based measurements of wake vortices with DWL in the past were either near the 

ground with high aerosol density or in the higher atmosphere only with the help of smoke-seeders or in 

hazy environment [17]. The angle for the velocity components was very advantageous (huge vy- and vz-

contributions by measuring the WV from above, and perpendicular to the WV axis, thus the vy- and vz-

errors are reduced here). 

While coherent DWL sensors engineered and tested in projects like MFLAME, I-Wake or FIDELIO were 

designed for far range measurements (500-2375 m) via heterodyne detection and aerosol backscatter-

ing at lower spatial resolution (measurement intervals of ca. 75 m), the incoherent (direct detection via 

fringe imaging (FI)) FI-DWL sensor of the project AWIATOR was developed for the near field (50-150 m) 

in front of the aircraft at a slightly higher spatial resolution (ca. 30 m) including the capability of wind 

detection at cruising altitude by analyzing photons backscattered from molecules [12,19]. 

The FI-technique of the AWIATOR-sensor allows a combined analysis of the aerosol together with the 

molecular part of photons in one step, making use of the broadened fringe patterns created by a Fabry-

Pérot-interferometer (FPI) on a 2D intensified charge-coupled device (ICCD) localized at the focal plane 

behind it. 

For our needs none of those will be truly satisfactory. Even though big progress has been made con-

cerning the range resolution (ca. 15 m) of heterodyne systems [11] only recently, and with autodyne 

detection systems being considered [1], all of them are at least today limited in flight altitude because of 

their need for backscattering aerosols (which are nearly missing completely in cruise altitude) by their 

measurement principle. The AWIATOR-sensor yields only four LOS-components at a rate of 15 Hz 

(state 2010), thus nearly no information is gained about a complex structure like a WV. However, this FI-

DWL-principle can be extended to more LOS-directions in the future [22]. 

Backscatter Lidars (BL) for wind measurements 

The big advantage of a BL for wind measurements compared to a DWL is its independence of frequency 

(or wavelength) shifts. This means the Doppler shift needs not be measured and an analyzing interfer-

ometer like the FPI is not necessary. The BL works solely with detecting the backscattered intensities 

(photons) from slabs, i.e. range bins, with a certain thickness in different LOS-directions. The drawback 

is that two slab measurements at slightly different points of time have to be taken in order to determine 

the movement of the particles, i.e. the wind velocity. The big advantage is that even under for DWL bad 

angles (vy and vz tiny) and at larger ranges, transversal wind components v and w perpendicular to the 

flight axis can be measured more quickly and perhaps precise. These transversal wind vector compo-

nents are crucial to the flight stability of an aircraft. Slab thicknesses for the BL may be smaller than 5 

meters and the true air speed needs not be extracted from the results, which is the case for the Doppler 

shift of DWLs. 

The wind evaluation procedure for the v- and w-components of the BL has its origin in Particle Image 

Velocimetry (PIV) [16]. What is done is a cross-correlation (CC) of two images, taken either from two 

spatially different slabs d and d+ûd at the same point of time t or, more favorable, from the same slab d 

at two slightly different points of time t and t+ût. This laboratory laser principle is applied in the scanning, 

ground-based Volume-Imaging Lidars (VIL) in the free atmosphere [2,18,20]. The retrieved data are 

temporarily averaged over volume backscattering measurements, which will not be possible in our air-

borne case. The flight speed also requires a different scanning device for pulse emission to the direc-

tions. Speckle Imaging Velocimetry (SIV) is another lidar method similar to PIV. In SIV the density distri-

bution of the air molecules is measured [6], so far only up to a range of 100 m. Backscattering signals 

from the slabs include statistically distributed laser-speckle, that serve as indicators for the air motion 

determined from two CCD image recordings in a small time interval of a small air region. A directional 

scanner is missing in this device. No tracer particles are added in VIL and SIV measurements. 

Figure 2 shows the simulated general principle of an airborne BL for wind measurements proposed in 

this study. Only a few of the directions of the laser beams are visualized as green lines; in reality or the 
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simulations the whole measurement plane has to be scanned in a resolution as high as the backscatter 

images shown. To our best knowledge, so far no fully working airborne BL system for wind measure-

ments has been built or flight-tested. This means, the difficulties arising from a moving platform for the 

BL system and the signal processing have not been solved yet. 

 

Figure 2. General measurement principle of the simulated airborne BL for wind measurements at times 

t1 (left) and t2=t1�ût (right). Shown are the backscattered intensity distributions of the simulations. Note 

that the angles of the measurement directions have to be adapted, i.e. enlarged for the plane at t2, to 

scan exactly the same points. 

Simulations of a Fringe-Imaging Doppler Wind Lidar  

We summarize the results of a paper on simulations of a FI-DWL with a FPI [8]. The interferometric 

fringe patterns generated by the FPI are simulated including atmospheric conditions as well as laser and 

detector properties. We focus especially on the noise disturbing the 2D CCD-images in the forward sim-

ulation. The backward simulation, i.e. the signal processing, delivers the accuracy achievable via calcu-

lation of the ring radii difference of the 2D CCD fringe images between emitted and received photons, 

and by the Doppler shift formula (1) the LOS-velocity accuracy. 

Figure 1 again illustrates the measurement situation for a 3D wind vector geometrically. From three 

LOS-velocities vLOS in different directions (orange) one full 3D wind vector (u,v,w)
T
 (red) can be deter-

mined (see Figure 1 left, in the centre of the triangle (yellow) formed by the centres of the three LOS-

volumes as corners). The question now is: “How exact can a single vLOS be measured? 

Because of the quickly changing wind field the measurement plane should be quite close to the aircraft 

in order to fly through nearly the same wind field as predicted by the DWL (or BL). Thus time for meas-

urement and signal processing is highly limited. The number of backscattered photons would be too low 

for far-range measurements, since they have to be distributed on a high-resolution CCD (here: 960x780 

pixels) for analysis in the FI-DWL-case. 7KH�PHDVXUHPHQW�YROXPH�LV�§�.05 m
3
 for the distances r = 56 

(76) m of Table 2 and a range bin of û5�= 10 m, with assumed values of 0.025 m for the radius of the 

RXWJRLQJ�ODVHU�EHDP�DQG�D�GLYHUJHQFH�DQJOH�RI������UDG�DW�IXOO�DQJOH��UHVXOWLQJ�LQ�D�EHDP�ZLGWK�RI�Bw§�

0.08 m in the LOS-volume’s center. 

Table 2 summarizes the parameters used for the simulations. The backscatter and extinction coefficient 

values are the ones determined for an altitude of 8500 m. Other properties are the laser wavelength, the 

instrument constant and the telescope area. The number of backscattered photons received at the CCD 

is calculated by the single scattering lidar equation. It is n=1.3×10
7
 for a LOS-volume range of 76 m and 

n=2.4×10
7
 for a range of 56 m. 

Then realistic fringe patterns of a FPI on a 2D CCD localized at the focal plane behind it are simulated, 

taking atmospheric and instrument properties like scattering and noise into account. The received 13 
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(24) million photons per pulse are transformed to photoelectrons and distributed on a CCD with 960×780 

pixels without intensification. The noisy pixel signals are modeled by Poisson-distributed random num-

bers for shot (or photon) noise, Gamma-distributed random numbers for speckle noise, and Gauß-

distributed random numbers for the read-out noise. Solar background noise plays a minor part due to 

the VKRUW�UDQJH�JDWHV��L�H�� ORZ�H[SRVXUH�WLPH�RI�ût = 6.7×10
-8

 s) and can be neglected. Figure 3 (left) 

shows such a simulated 2D FPI ring pattern on a CCD, that includes strong broadening by Rayleigh 

scattering. Similar patterns (without atmospheric influences) can also be simulated by 3D ray-tracing of 

plane waves with random properties, that are emitted towards a FPI (with lenses around it) and finally 

intersect the 2D CCD-plane. A result is shown in Figure 3 (right). 

Table 2. Single scattering lidar equation parameters for a transmitted pulse energy of EL = 70 mJ and 

pulse length 2p = 10 ns at a flight height of h=8500 m used for the FI-DWL simulations. 

n photons received at the CCD 1.3×10
7
 / 2.4×10

7
 

�L center pulse wavelength 354.7 nm

r range 76 m / 56 m 

���L,h) backscatter coefficient 3.104×10
í6

 m
í1

 sr
í1

 

Ar area of the telescope 0.13 m
2
 

k instrument constant 0.15 

.��L,h) extinction coefficient 2.70×10
í5

 m
í1

 

û5 range bin of atmospheric volume 10 m 
 

 
Figure 3. (Left) 2D broadened fringe pattern including atmospheric properties. (Right) 2D fringe pattern 

on a CCD created via 3D ray-tracing of a multitude of plane waves with random properties. 

 

Figure 4. (Left) Cut through a ring from the center to the edge of a 2D-CCD fringe pattern (red) and 
improvement by Savitzky-Golay-filtering 360 of such noisy cuts in steps of 1° (blue); (Right) Same cut 
through a ring as in the left image (red), but noise reduction by Circular-Averaging (CA)-method (blue). 
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The main focus of the signal processing is on two novel radii evaluation strategies including a center 

determination that make use of the complete 2D information given on the CCD. Thus the noise of single 

1D cuts (see red curves in Figure 4) through the 2D rings can be significantly reduced. After calculation 

of the ring center as exact as possible via the so-called Circular-Averaging(CA)-method, again CA or the 

so-called Midpoint-Line(ML)-method can be applied to compute ring radii from the CCD-images. CA, 

when applied to the noisy data, performs better than e.g. a Savitzky-Golay-filter, as visible in the blue 

curves of Figure 4. In [8], results computed by the ML- and CA-method for a vLOS of 0 m/s and a vLOS of 

50 m/s are compared and visualized. The gaps between these curves are tiny; fitting them by the Le-

venberg-Marquardt method a more precise peak position, which corresponds to the ring radius (i.e. 

wavelength), is determined. 

In the analysis of the results, we have to distinguish the measurement or calculation bias from the 

standard deviation. The CA-type of signal processing proves to nearly reach the accuracy necessary for 

LOS-velocity measurements. A standard deviation of 2.5 m/s including centre determination can be 

achieved with only 20 CCD images to average. The bias is 7 m/s. For exactly known ring centres, bias 

and standard deviation can be better than 2 m/s for the innermost ring. Especially because of the low 

number of images (i.e. pulses) necessary to average, the methods are suited for DWL measurements 

and for use in a velocity sensor on board of aircraft. 

However, the precision for the LOS-velocity of more than 0.5 m/s from Table 1 can (if possible) only be 

reached with even more time-consuming signal processing. Many ways of parallel processing can re-

duce the computation time. Intensification of a CCD, i.e. an ICCD, may reduce the noise in relation to 

the received signal, which would result in a higher accuracy. Resolution reduction concerning the pixels 

to accelerate calculations would yield degraded results. 

A FI-DWL may be suitable for short-range wind-shear detection, but not for small-scale phenomena like 

wake vortices. The Doppler-principle in forward-looking configuration of the lidar favourably measures 

the vx-component of vLOS with low error, while results will be more defective for the vy- and vz-

components due to the small elevation and azimuth angles. Especially these y- and z-contributions of 

vLOS are often dangerous for aircraft encountering i.e. a WV. Therefore an alternative approach for the vy 

and vz or the v- and w-components of a 3D wind vector should be investigated. 

Simulations of a Backscatter Lidar for Wind Measurements  

A BL has certain advantages in measuring cross-flow velocities compared to a DWL. To simulate such a 

device we need realistic slabs from complex turbulent structures like wake vortices and a program that 

takes these profiles as extinctions for backscatter simulations in 3D. The photons backscattered from a 

slab of wake vortices for the different directions are distributed on a screen as seen by the following 

aircraft. Finally a cross-correlation procedure and an alternative novel procedure calculate the v- and w-

components of two full backscatter images at slightly different points of time. The software elements 

necessary to do BL simulations of wake vortices for wind measurements are described now. 

Wake Vortex Extinction Profiles from Large Eddy Simulations 

For simulation of an airborne BL that measures WVs first of all realistic 3D wind velocity fields generated 

by WVs are needed. The incompressible Navier-Stokes codes LESTUF and MGLET simulate the circu-

lation decay and vortex topology of WVs as well as the turbulent exchange processes of passive tracers 

under varying environmental conditions [7,9,13]. 

For our purpose 3D data from MGLET-simulations of WVs with passive tracers in combination with their 

velocity field are most suited. (Combined velocity-profiles (v
2
+w

2
)
1/2

 of LESTUF-simulations also deliver 

velocity fields similar to Figure 6 left top, that could also be converted to extinction profiles, though these 

may be physically incorrect structures.) 
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Figure 5. Extinction profiles generated from MGLET simulations at times (left) t1 and (right) t2=t1�ût with 
ût=0.1 s for a single slab at high spatial resolution (219×139 pixels). Differences may at least be visible 
with the naked eye at the dark-yellow centers of the distributions. 

 

 

Figure 6. v- and w-wind velocity components from MGLET-simulations used as an optimal structure (left 
top), the retrieved wind field from cross-correlation calculations (left bottom) and from weight-shift calcu-
lations (right bottom). The lengths (in m/s) of the v-and w-velocity vector components of the left top im-
age are visualized in the image on the right top. 

The resolution of the tracer distributions and the corresponding wind field is usually one meter in all 

three spatial directions. A case at a vortex age of 40 seconds was chosen, with a normalized eddy dissi-

pation rate (describes the intensity of atmospheric turbulence) of �*=0.01 and a normalized Brunt-

Väisälä-frequency (describes the degree of stable thermal stratification) of N*=0.35, i.e. a still very struc-

tured WV without much decay. The WVs generated by a A340 aircraft were modelled in the MGLET 

simulations as two counter-rotating Lamb-Oseen vortices with a vortex separation of 47.1 meters and a 

vortex core radius of 3 meters, see Section 6.1. 
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Since measurements of slabs (planes) should take place at least 10 times per second (see the require-

PHQWV�LQ�7DEOH�����WKH�PRYHPHQW�RI�WKH�WUDFHUV�PD\�WDNH�RQO\�ût=0.1 s between two images. This is also 

optimal for the CC-based wind evaluation procedures. However, data from LES-simulations are saved at 

least every few seconds. Therefore we use 2D velocity fields (v- and w-component) of slabs perpendicu-

lar to the x-axis and move the first particle image at time t1 according to the velocities (e.g. a velocity of 

10 m/s means a movement of 1 m in 0.1 s), so that a second particle image at time t2=t1�ût is generat-

ed. For this short time interval the particle motion should be described physically adequate by this meth-

od, and it will serve for a proof-of-principle for the wind-measuring BL later on. Only very close to the 

vortex centres this method yields artificial radial velocity components (divergence). 

As a result from tests with the evaluation algorithms, a higher spatial resolution than 1 m is needed. 

Therefore the tracer distributions as well as the velocity field from MGLET-simulations taken for the cal-

culation of the second image were spatially interpolated to obtain a resolution of 0.5 meters. This way 

the images have 219×139 = 30441 pixels and are sufficient to visualize and reconstruct the rotational 

wind velocity features of the wake vortices in axial view. 

Finally, the values of the continuous distributions from MGLET-simulations are raised or lowered to real-

istic extinction values, while the relative structure of the profile is maintained. Here a stretching factor of 

2.0 seems to be suitable. Figure 5 shows the extinction profiles at t1 and t2 that are read in for the 

backscatter simulations. Figure 6 at the left top shows the v- and w-velocities of a slab at t=40 s as given 

from the MGLET-simulations (optimal) and the same velocity field obtained by the CC-evaluation meth-

od (bottom left) and the new Weight-Shift-method (WS) (bottom right) for the extinction profiles to be 

read in. For better visibility the 2D wind vectors were scaled by a factor of 0.2. Figure 7 shows the differ-

ences of the lengths and the directions of the via CC and WS reconstructed velocity vectors from the 

optimal profile in Figure 6, left top. 

 

Figure 7. Relative deviations of the velocity magnitudes (in m/s) between the wind field of the large eddy 
simulation and the wind field calculated from the extinction profiles via CC (top left) and corresponding 
relative deviations of the wind speed directions (in rad) (top right). The bottom images show the same as 
the top images for the WS method. 
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Monte-Carlo Simulations 

To perform backscatter simulations we use a Monte Carlo program for polarized backscatter signals 

(pbs, [14,15]). The contribution of photons hitting a receiver in backward direction is calculated taking 

polarization into account. The formerly latest version of pbs was adapted concerning its measurement 

geometry to the necessities of airborne wind-measuring backscatter lidar simulations. The structure of 

the backscattering volume can be reconstructed more or less exactly if single (weak) pulses are emitted 

to a multitude of directions with small emitter field of view (equivalent to one beam that is split in multiple 

directions) rather than emitting a strong single pulse with a large emitter field of view. One reason for 

this is the lower number of photons in the edge regions of a spatially widened laser pulse. 

These problems are eliminated here by a high number of simulated directions (219×139) from a fixed 

position for the times t1 and t2 at 1 million emitted photons per direction. The divergence of each beam, 

i.e. the emitter field of view is 2 mrad, while the semi-aperture of the receiver is 5 mrad, i.e. the receiver 

field of view 10 mrad. A Gaussian laser beam is simulated with an input radius of the emitter of maxi-

mum 0.1 m, and the radius of the receiver is 0.5 m. Multiple scattering is considered here, although the 

first scattering order clearly dominates because of the thin slabs and the assumed environmental extinc-

tion of 0.1 km
-1

. The slabs have extinctions up to 1.8 km
-1

, see Figure 5, and are only 2.5 meters thick. 

At the first point of time, t1, the measurement distance from the lidar to the beginning of the slab we want 

to measure is 500 m, thus azimuth angles of -����������������ZLWK�����HTXLGLVWDQW�VXEGLYLVLRQV�DQG�HOe-

vation angles of -�������3��������ZLWK�����HTXLGLVWDQW�VXEGLYLVLRQV�DUH�VLPXODWHG��$W�WKH�VHFRQG�SRLQW�RI�

time, t2, the distance is only 485 m, i.e. we assume an aircraft flight speed vA/C of 150 m/s in x-direction 

DQG�DQ�DLUFUDIW�PRYHPHQW�GLUHFWO\�WR�VODE��VR�WKH�DLUFUDIW�KDV�PRYHG����P�IRU�WKH�DVVXPHG�ût=0.1 s. The 

maximum angles must be increased: azimuth angles are now -����������������DQG�HOHYDWLRQ�DQJOHV�DUH�   

-�������3��������DW� WKH�VDPH�UHVROXWLRQV�IURP�DERYH��7KH�PHDVXUHPHQW�WLPH�LQWHUYDOV�DUH�FKRVHQ� LQ�D�

way that at �=0° and 3 ��� �EHDPV�KLWWLQJ� WKH�FHQWHU�RI� WKH�VODE�� MXVW� WKH�ûx=2.5 m thick slab is com-

pletely measured. This stays the same for the angles outside the center, where the beam will pass a 

distance slightly longer than 2.5 m. Every part of the slab is (fully) hit by the laser beams. 

The scattering Mueller matrices are randomly oriented prolate spheroids at a wavelength of 532 nm (i.e. 

laser wavelength 532 nm), which have the scattering properties of aerosols. Mueller matrices for molec-

ular scattering could also be used. 

The received backscattered photons are then ordered on a screen according to the emission direction of 

the laser beam, i.e. again 219×139 points. This way the images of Figure 8 are created. Not the abso-

lute photon numbers retrieved are used for analysis, but the backscattering intensities that are normal-

ized according to view angle and measurement distance, so that a comparison by the CC- and WS-

algorithms is possible. 

A difficulty in reality may be the short time for distinguishing the arriving backscatter contributions from 

the single directions and slabs (if this is necessary), as well as the adaption of the angle from the first 

measurement of the plane to the second measurement in a shorter distance in front of a plane. The 

same plane has to be measured at t1 and t2, and this plane has to have exactly the same x-,y- and z-

positions and sizes. The particles in it move from t1 to t2 according to the extinction profiles. 

Calculation of Wind Velocities 

The data processing algorithms will be described in detail in the doctoral thesis of M. Hirschberger. The 

algorithms used here are mainly based on searches for best matches between a chosen reference tem-

plate of the image 1 at t1 and a number of equally sized templates in a certain region of the image 2 at t2. 

The cross-correlation (CC)-method first calculates the cross-correlation coefficient functions and 

searches for a peak value between a reference template of image 1 and all the templates of a certain 

region of image 2 around this reference template position for these CC-functions. Then the movement of 

the particles from image 1 to image 2 can be calculated at pixel-accuracy. Finally a Gaussian peak fit 
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filter is applied to determine the vector shifts at subpixel accuracy [16]. The weight-shift(WS)-method 

does not use the CC-coefficient functions for best match calculations, but takes the center-of-masses of 

the templates and computes the best match concerning position of the center-of-mass of a reference 

template of the image at t1 and the templates of a region of the image at t2 around it. Subpixel-accuracy 

can be reached by filtering with center-of-mass positions. For both methods 8x8 reference templates 

were used with a search region of 16x16. 

 
Figure 8. Backscatter images at time t1 (left) and t2 (right) from normalized backscatter simulations. The 

backscattering intensities are normalized according to view angle and measurement distance, so that a 

comparison by CC- and weight-shift-algorithms is possible. 

Results and Discussion  

Backscatter Lidar Simulations  

Results from the backscatter simulations are presented in Figure 8. Intensities are already normalized, 

so that the images at t1 and t2 can be used for the wind-vector evaluation algorithms. Results of these 

are shown in Figure 10. Figure 9 visualizes the relative differences of the extinction profiles taken for the 

simulations (see Figure 5) and the resulting backscatter profiles (see Figure 8). Values are normalized to 

the averaged values of each image, i.e. each pixel value of both images is divided by this mean value; 

the difference of these two fractions then yields the differences. Figure 11 finally compares the calculat-

ed velocity fields from the extinction profiles (see Figure 6, bottom) with the computed velocity fields 

from the backscatter profiles (see Figure 10), again for the CC and WS algorithms. See captions of Fig-

ures 8 to 11 for more details. 

 
Figure 9. Relative deviations of the average values of read in extinction profile at t1 and the correspond-

ing backscattered profile at t1 (left) and the same for the t2-images (right). 
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Figure 10. Unfiltered CC-calculated wind vectors (left) and WS-calculated wind vectors (right) in v- and 

w-direction from the backscatter images of Figure 8. 

 
Figure 11. Relative deviations of the velocity magnitudes (in m/s) between the extinction fields and the 

backscattered fields both calculated via CC (top left) and corresponding relative deviations of the wind 

speed directions (in rad) (top right). The bottom images show the same as the top images for the WS 

method. 

The results of the simulations of a BL for wind measurements via a proof-of-principle method show the 

feasibility of detecting the rotational features of vortices, especially with the CC-based algorithm. Errors 

in the lengths and directions of the retrieved wind vectors are quite low in the center region (see Figures 

7 and 11). The number of wind vectors per plane is more than sufficient. However, the u-component of 

wind cannot be simulated so far with backscatter simulations. The main difficulty of this kind of BL in 

reality is the necessity of many high-resolution slab measurements in very short time gaps, since the 

CC-DOJRULWKPV�IRU�HYDOXDWLRQ�DUH�RQO\�VXLWHG�IRU�H[WUHPHO\�VKRUW� WLPH�LQWHUYDOV� �ût=0.05-0.2 seconds in 
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our case; see also PIV) between the two images. The movement of the particles is hardly visible for 

VXFK�VPDOO�ût. However, the algorithms can detect them. 

The spatial resolution of 219×139 pixels is necessary for detection of the rotational vortex structures and 

should not be lower to our experience. In PIV laboratory measurements and under useful measurement 

geometries usually much higher resolutions on ICCD-cameras are measurable. Since time is severely 

limited for the BL at flight speeds of 70-200 m/s and more, the lidar has not much time to do measure-

ments. A lidar device for measuring in ten-thousands of directions in a few milliseconds seems not to 

have been built yet. Fibers and beamsplitters could provide a solution for emission of pulses, but in the 

receiver the backscatter signals may have to be detected according to a time gate for each direction, i.e. 

the signals from the directions may have to be clearly separated in the detector. 

Solar background noise is not relevant at such short time gates (2.5 m slabs) and can be excluded from 

analysis. 

Comparison of Doppler Wind Lidar and Backscatter Lidar 

For exactly known FPI ring center at a measurement distance of 56 m and a range bin of 10 m only 20 

ring diagrams are sufficient for a bias and a standard deviation better/lower than 2 m/s. (FI-)DWL has 

big measurement errors for the v- and w-components of wind. Signal processing is very slow and time-

expensive so far. Therefore a BL with new and quick signal processing was analyzed as an alternative. 

The advantages are visible from the results. The principle of BL would be useful also for wind power 

stations, where no moving platform must be considered, to measure the wakes behind them or to opti-

mize their orientation to the wind direction. Such a lidar might be much easier to build than for aircraft. 

Especially the analysis could be extended to 3D, since the lidar could measure more than just a few 

slabs (see also [20]). 

Conclusion and Outlook 

So far, no suitable lidar sensor for active flight control is available. From the results of DWL and BL 

simulations it turns out to be advisable to combine a FI-DWL for the x-velocity component measure-

ments with a BL for the y- and z-velocity component measurements. Possibly, the vortex velocities in 

flight direction are less important for active flight control such that crossflow measurements with a BL 

would be sufficient. 

Concerning the BL as a wind-measuring device, the simulations should also be possible for a measure-

ment distance lower than 500 meters, although this may be difficult in the simulations (not in reality) 

because of the wider angles of view; slabs thinner than 2.5 m could alleviate this problem. Photon noise 

should be included in the analysis, and laser wavelengths different from 532 nm should be simulated, 

since lasers at 532 nm might not be eye-safe. There is still a lot of potential in the analysis algorithms for 

the BL. The analysis for BL could for example be extended to the 3D case, so a full 3D wind vector 

would become available. At y- and z-resolutions of 0.5 m this means slabs of only ûx=0.5 m thickness 

and a high number of such thin slabs to be measured. Simulations could become too time-consuming 

for realization in that case. 
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